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Snort Intrusion Detection and Prevention Toolkit (Jay Beale's Open Source Security)Syngress Publishing, 2007
This all new book covering the brand new Snort version 2.6 from members of the Snort developers team.

This fully integrated book, CD, and Web toolkit covers everything from packet inspection to optimizing Snort for speed to using the most advanced features of Snort to defend even the largest and most congested enterprise networks....
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Information and Communications Technologies OECD Communications Outlook 2007OECD, 2007
The  OECD Communications Outlook  provides an extensive range of indicators for different types of communications networks and compares performance indicators such as revenue, investment, employment and prices for service throughout the OECD area. These indicators are essential for industry and for regulators who use benchmarking to evaluate policy...
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The Complete Rust Programming Reference Guide: Design, develop, and deploy effective software systems using the advanced constructs of RustPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Design and implement professional-level programs by leveraging modern data structures and algorithms in Rust

	
		Key Features

		
			Improve your productivity by writing more simple and easy code in Rust
	
			Discover the functional and reactive implementations of traditional data...
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PostgreSQL High Performance CookbookPackt Publishing, 2017

	Get to know effective ways to improve PostgreSQL's performance and master query optimization, and database monitoring.


	About This Book

	
		Perform essential database tasks such as benchmarking the database and optimizing the server's memory usage
	
		Learn ways to improve query...
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Dependability Benchmarking for Computer Systems (Practitioners)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
A comprehensive collection of benchmarks for measuring dependability in hardware-software systems    

    As computer systems have become more complex and mission-critical, it is imperative for systems engineers and researchers to have metrics for a system's dependability, reliability, availability, and serviceability....
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IT Services Costs, Metrics, Benchmarking and MarketingPrentice Hall, 2000
IT Services is the first 100% customer-focused guide to satisfying the consumers of your company’s IT services -- and building the loyalty your IT organization needs. In this book, three leading IT professionals present a fully integrated, comprehensive approach to service delivery in today’s global, distributed environments.
...
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Practicing Software Engineering in the 21st CenturyIRM Press, 2003
This technological manual explores how software engineering principles can be used in tandem with software development tools to produce economical and reliable software that is faster and more accurate. Tools and techniques provided include the Unified Process for GIS application development, service-based approaches to business and information...
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High Performance MySQL: Optimization, Backups, Replication, and MoreO'Reilly, 2008
High Performance MySQL is the definitive guide to building fast, reliable systems with MySQL. Written by noted experts with years of real-world experience building very large systems, this book covers every aspect of MySQL performance in detail, and focuses on robustness, security, and data integrity. High Performance MySQL teaches you advanced...
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Global E-government: Theory, Applications and BenchmarkingIGI Global, 2006
Interest in e-government, both in industry and in academia, has grown rapidly over the past decade, and continues to grow. Global E-Government: Theory, Applications and Benchmarking is written by experts from academia and industry, examining the practices of e-government in developing and developed countries, presenting recent theoretical research...
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Understanding the Linux Virtual Memory ManagerPrentice Hall, 2004
Finally, a comprehensive guide to the Linux VM!

VM's behavior affects every Linux kernel subsystem and dramatically impacts overall performance. But until now, there was only one way to understand VM: study the poorly documented source one line at a time. Now there's an easier, faster alternative. This book describes VM in unprecedented...
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Modern Python Standard Library Cookbook: Over 100 recipes to fully leverage the features of the standard library in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build optimized applications in Python by smartly implementing the standard library

	
		Key Features

		
			Strategic recipes for effective application development in Python
	
			Techniques to create GUIs and implement security through cryptography
	
			Best practices for...
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From Active Data Management to Event-Based Systems and More: Papers in Honor of Alejandro Buchmann on the Occasion of His 60th BirthdaySpringer, 2011

	Data management has evolved over the years from being strictly associated with
	database systems, through active databases, to being a topic that has grown
	beyond the scope of a single field encompassing multiple aspects: distributed
	systems, event-driven systems, and peer-to-peer and streaming systems. The
	present collection of works,...
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